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Letter from Our Editors

We welcome you to the inaugural quarterly edition of “The Voice”. “The Voice” is being tailored as an
extension of Mayo Clinic’s One Voice program to strengthen patient centered care in the Division of Cardiology
and Cardiothoracic surgery. We are excited to embark upon this venture. Our vision is to have “The Voice” contain
material contributed by patients and families for patients and families. Our hope is that patients and families will
benefit greatly from the publication of “The Voice”. One of the best ways to assure that this benefit is realized is to
have you, the reader, let us know what is of interest to you regarding articles, updates, and information. Please give
us the benefit of your thinking and contact us about what you would like to see in future issues. We appreciate
your feedback regarding “The Voice” and its direction. Thank You, Gary Harmon (Co-Editor)
“To accomplish great things, we must not only act, but also dream; not only plan, but also believe.” Anatole
France, winner of the Nobel Peace Prize for Literature, 1921
France’s quote seems to me to describe not only the initiation and development of One Voice at Mayo, but
also the first edition of “The Voice.” The concept began as a way for patients, family members, and Mayo staff to
communicate with one another, develop superior patient care, and improve staff satisfaction. These factors are indeed
great things and resulted when people acted on the dream that patient and family input is vital to success. The
outcomes generated from the One Voice group assist individuals, both within and outside of Mayo, to revisit how
patients are provided care while also helping the Mayo System to look at how the culture of care is delivered. “The
Voice” is a communication tool stemming from the belief that the members of One Voice are fortunate individuals.
How can One Voice move from being “the best kept secret at Mayo” to a tool that provides patient and family input,
support, education, and empathetic listening to others who are undergoing many of the same experiences and
feelings as the members of our group? “The Voice” is an effort to reach out by sharing our stories, forming
partnerships, and celebrating our successes. We will relate information about our initiatives, describe interactions
with other patients, and report events happening in the One Voice group. The dream is to build a network of
individuals who have the opportunity to give back by helping those now in an event. The editors will work
diligently to create a quarterly publication that is informative, concise, and enjoyable to read. We welcome
contributions (print and pictures) from all our members. Sincerely, Bob Dimler (Co-Editor)
It is our intent that “The Voice” be timely, informative, and entertaining, as well as an enjoyable read. To
that end, we invite short tidbits to be interspaced throughout each issue. An example is the Reflection featured in
this quarterly issue on page 4 describing the elderly couple in the subway. These items may be poignant,
humorous, historical, trivia, awe inspiring, a fable, an adage, or raise a question to be answered. Anything of an
interesting nature is welcome to be sent to us, and we will try to incorporate it into a future issue. We can’t promise
that everything will make it in, but the more submissions we receive, the more interesting the reading will be for us
all. As they say at the Daily Planet, “Up, Up, and Away!” Thanks, Jim Rodrick (Co-Editor)

Bob
Dimler

“To accomplish great
things, we must not only
act, but also dream; not
only plan, but also
believe.”

--

Anatole France

Contact us at: ONEVOICEINCV@mayo.edu
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Celebrating Success
HAVE A HEART∼LISTEN AND SHARE
By Mary Swanson & Loretta Schillo
Loretta and Mary are active members of One Voice who have both experienced heart surgery at Mayo
Clinic. Their heart “events” and involvement in One Voice led them to participate in the Caring Hearts Visitor
Program, a volunteer program at St. Mary’s Hospital, in July 2008. They felt this initial issue of “The VOICE”
would be a vehicle to share some of their thoughts and feelings generated during their visits. Bob Dimler, CoEditor

Loretta
Schillo

Mary Swanson

About six months ago, we began participating in the volunteer program, Caring Hearts Visitor
Program, at Saint Marys Hospital. This has been both an enjoyable and learning experience which we would
like to share with you.
First of all, we did most of our shadowing as a team, and when that was completed, we decided we felt
comfortable and complemented each other in our visits with heart patients. Therefore, we continued our visits
as a team. The majority of the patients we have visited had some type of cardiac operation or procedure done.
Most post surgical patients had either valve replacement, coronary bypass surgery or in some instance both.
We were never sure before we went into a patient ’s room just what they might ask or want to talk
about. It varied from patient to patient. We met with one patient’s spouse when the patient was at a procedure.
The spouse was most eager to talk and had lots of questions. The spouse was hoping we would come back
when the patient was in the room and we were able to return to visit the following week. The patient seemed
very anxious, and one of the big concerns was, how to manage when at home. It seemed that the patient had a
real need just to talk about it and we were there to listen, to share our stories and to provide encouragement. It
seemed comforting for the patient to hear Mary say she wasn’t much older than the patient when she had her
valve replacement surgery and that she has lived a normal life.
We also encountered spouses who needed to tell us about their health problems and easily could
have overshadowed the purpose of the visit with the patient. We found ways to include family and also direct
the conversation to the needs of the patient. When given the chance, patients did participate, ask questions,
and share concerns. In another situation, the spouse was the caretaker of the patient but also had many personal
health needs. The spouse was well versed in all of the patient’s medical care and wanted to share this
knowledge with us. Again, we had to carefully listen and share with both of them.
We visited an elderly patient who had surgery and was planning to go home the next day. This
patient was very somber, cold, wrapped up in blankets, and did not appear to be very interested in talking to us
or hearing anything we might have to say. Gradually, as we spoke, this patient warmed up both physically and
emotionally. One of the big concerns was addressing the use of salt with cooking. Questions about diet are
very common for a lot of patients. This patient was also not convinced of the need to pursue exercise. After
listening to the concerns, we were able to share our experiences and give tips which we hope were helpful. As
we were conversing, the spouse brought out a notebook and started taking notes. The patient was smiling by
the time we left.
In looking back at our experiences, over and over we hear how thankful patients are to have come to
Mayo for their care. Patients have expressed their thanks whenever we have visited. They are eager to hear our
stories and have a lot of questions, particularly about the recovery after discharge. It has been an opportunity
to stress the importance of following the prescribed diet, medications, and activity program recommended by
their physician, and connect with patients on a personal level.
Loretta and Mary
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A Patient’s Story: Jim Rodrick
I have always thought of myself as invincible, even after some injuries and a couple of surgeries
(here at Mayo, of course).
I was born on January 12, 1936; in an old house north of the Methodist church in Douglas,
Minnesota, that has now disappeared (moved I think). I now live on a small acreage just six miles from
there in Kalmar Township, Byron, MN. In the interim years I spent time in California, Missouri, Illinois,
Georgia, Japan, and Colorado. I served a hitch in the USAF, where I flew a pencil and a typewriter.
Winona State University and Denver University were “graced” with my presence. In 1965 I returned to
st
Minnesota and in 1966 I married Mary Cassady, who was teaching 1 grade at Byron Elementary
School. Before I retired, I worked as an examiner for the Minnesota Revenue Department and raised a few
beef cows on our small farm. I was active with the Church and the Byron School Board
Then came the spring of 1994 and that nasty word CANCER (bladder). The old body started to
fall apart. It was time to lose weight and get in better shape, so in 1995 Mary and I joined the Rochester
Athletic Club. Thanks to Dr. Michael Blute and his crew the surgery was successful and although
adjustments to personal activities were necessary, life continued as before, but with a few less calories.
In June of 2000, while working out at the Rochester Athletic Club, I thought I was coming
down with a cold because my chest seemed congested. This went on for a while and didn't seem to be
getting better so I went to my doctor to see if he could recommend anything. He sent me to an allergist
who couldn't find anything, but recommended that I have a stress test, which he set up for the following
Friday. The stress test lasted only a few seconds and the doctor doing the test called Dr. Scott Wright in
cardiology and got me in to see him that day. By the end of the following week I had had an angiogram
and was scheduled for a triple bypass which was performed by Dr. Tom Orszulak. From that point on I
pretty much did as I was told.
I am a very lucky man. I have lived next door to the greatest medical institution in the world all
of my life, and I have a great wife who apparently loves me. Throughout my two life threatening ordeals
she has taken care of all of my needs, be they therapy, medications, our family needs, our finances,
everything, so that I could just recover. When I needed sympathy, she was there; when I needed
physical support, she was there; when I needed love, she was there; and when I needed a drill sergeant,
she was there. The doctors tell me that I am fortunate that we caught the cancer before it spread to my
kidneys and that we caught my artery problem before I had a heart attack. Thankfully my denials ended
early on and I was rescued from my invincibility before it was too late.
As a member of One Voice I hope to be able to help others understand the importance of early
detection, to show by example that we are empowered to be our own health care advocates and to
possibly have an impact on how health care is delivered at Mayo and maybe elsewhere. JR

Truth and Trivia: Test Your Knowledge
1. What Minnesota county seat was first called Montezuma?
2. What was the original purpose of the caves at Quarry Hill Park?
3. How many stars are there on the Minnesota flag?
4. What award did IBM Rochester receive in 1990?
5. For what did Doctors Philip Hench and Edward Kendall share the Nobel
in medicine with a Swiss doctor?
(Answers on page 4)

Prize
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Reflections
Observed in the Subway
A man and woman were examining the beautiful plates and other art pottery on the
wall in the Subway between the Mayo and Hilton buildings. The man was
carefully describing the colors in detail to the woman who was most likely his
wife. “It’s an orange-brass like tint”, he said in a very detailed description. As I
continued on to my appointment, I heard her say, “is it beautiful”? and he replied,
“ very”.

Upcoming Events
What is coming up in One Voice and the Division of Cardiovascular Diseases? Click on some of these links or feel free to attend meetings that support our
patients with heart disease and their families

One Voice Meetings:
CV FAIR:

Second Monday of every month:

April 13, May 11, June 8

th

Tuesday, April 28 and Wednesday, May 1st

Coronary Club Meetings: 2nd Wednesday of every month, September-May
(We don’t meet during the summer months):
•
April 8, 2009
•
May 13th, 2009
•
September 9th, 2009
•
October 14, 2009
•
November 11th, 2009
•
December 9th, 2009
•

Check out more information regarding One Voice at:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1wMeG7fxVYk &
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DYX6oKzs5q0
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Contact us with your feedback and suggestions for future issues!
One Voice email: ONEVOICEINCV@mayo.edu

Answers to Truth & Trivia:
1. Winona
2. To store food and cadavers for the State hospital
3. Nineteen
4. The Malcolm Baldridge
5. The effect of ACTH and cortisone
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